TLTAG Meeting Agenda

October 12, 2018 1:00pm – 2:30pm

336 Education Building

I. TLTAG Logistics/Introduction/Minute Approval (10 minutes, Elizabeth Harris)
II. Updates – IT Project Intake Process/Policy Analysis Team/General (10 minutes)
III. IT Service Inventory Update (10 minutes)
IV. Charter Review (3-5 minutes)
V. Activity to Identify actionable items to move forward with related to TLAG Priorities (20-30 minutes)
   a. Learning and Data Analytics
   b. Project Intake/Capacity
   c. Cyberscurity
   d. Testing
   e. Online Education
VI. Report out from Activity (15 minutes)
VII. Introduction: Campus level decision making in the Teaching and Learning Space (5-10 minutes)